
YOU’LL BE PAYING TOO MUCH IF YOU BUY ELSEWHERE
Progressive Scan, Dolby Digital, DTS DVD Players from $449, 80cm CTV with subwoofer from $899

NEWTONE HiFi
FOOTSCRAY: SPRINGVALE:
216-226 Barkly St 291-297 Springvale Rd
9689 9511 9558 5888

Speakers

Infinity Alpha Speaker Pack. Efficient 89 db,
8 Ohms, Infinity’s CMMD Revolutionary
Diaphragm.

RRP
$1699

NOW

$999

RRP NOW

Sony STR V555ES $2699 $2295
Pioneer VSX D859TX

THX Receiver
$2299 $1795

Kenwood KCZI THX Pre-Amp
KMZI THX Power-Amp

$7699 $2995

DVD Players/CD, MD Recorders

Marantz CD player/
minidisc recorder.

PRESERVE YOUR OLD RECORD AND
CASSETTE COLLECTION

RRP $1099 NOW $599

RRP NOW

Pioneer DV344 $399 $379
Marantz DV18 $2199 $1699
Hitachi DVD Player/

CD Recorder $1499 $799
Kenwood DVD Player $595 $199

RRP NOW

Infinity Prelude $35,600 $29,850
Boston Acoustic THX

Speaker Pack with
Subwoofer $5999 $1999

Elac EL170 $1995 $1395
Infinity Kappa 70 $2799 $1999

RRP NOW

Sony 121cm DRC
Projection TV $7999 $4999

Benq DLP Projector $7999 $4999
Sharp 80cm AV Stereo $1999 $1599

WANTED!
Salespersons, Shop

Assistants and Managers!
If you are looking for excellent opportunity
for career advancement with increased
rewards according to performance…

send your resume to:
Human Resource Officer

216 Barkly Street Footscray Vic 3011

RRP
$2247

NOW
$1699

With bonus Infinity Subwoofer $899 1080I HD Ready
RRP

$3999
NOW

$3299

TVs, Projectors

Panasonic Wide Screen TV
76cm Tau Giga. Progressive scan/100Hz, 1080i
x 576 HD ready, Dolby Digital/DTS Decoder
built-in, external 4 speakers included. Teletext
reception.

AV AMPS, Receivers

Sony’s QS Series Limited Distribution Receiver.
100W x 6, 8 Ohms, SACD compatible, Dolby
Digital and DTS Decoder built-in, Digital
Cinema Sound, 32 bit DSP, Virtual Matrix 6.1,
Cinema Studio Ex.
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Case studies

Case modders are like
yesteryear’s hot rodders, 
writes Cyrus Farivar.

STANDING in the
driveway of a small
nondescript Oak Park
house, Andrew Battye
takes a final drag on his
cigarette and slowly walks

across his backyard patio.
Passing what looks like a technology

graveyard, antiquated computers and
monitors are stacked, like failed experiments,
in a small pillar before the sliding glass door
that leads to his den.

There, just to the right of the door on his
desk, stands proudly his modified computer.
Through a transparent panel on one side of
the blue brushed aluminium case and under
the glow of small blue light is revealed the
hardwired guts of Battye’s PC.

“It’s neat, it’s tidy, I’ve put a lot of effort
into it – and it’s blue,” says Battye.

Modified computers, known colloquially as
“case mods”, are an increasingly popular
hobby among computer buffs. These
hobbyists are like yesteryear’s hot rodders –
enthusiasts who, unsatisfied with the
machines that come off the assembly line,
love to tinker.

Case modding has its roots in the United
States in the mid-1990s, when some computer
users began to push processor speeds beyond
factory specifications through an electronic
process known as “overclocking”. These
changes required additional cooling fans to
prevent overheating.

Because conventional cases did not have
the space to accommodate such fans, the

modders took matters into their own hands,
just like their automotive predecessors – they
pulled out their power tools and burrowed in.

While not all mods require a computer
that is overclocked, many modders want both
beauty and brawn encapsulated in a small
machine.

“It doesn’t hurt to have your PC running as
fast as possible while looking good as well,”
explains Battye, who is better known by his
online handle, “Junkz”.

Today, case mods come in many guises,
limited only by the modder’s imagination and
his skill with a jigsaw.

Junkz, a jolly 29-year-old with a small belly
and cropped red hair, is the owner and editor
of casejunkiez.com, a website devoted to
overclocking and case modding. He proudly

admits that after his day job as a security
guard, he spends his evenings working on his
website, and modding.

“If I didn’t have to worry about paying bills,
I’d do this full-time,” he says.

He started the website two years ago after
chronicling his first mod, a large black case –
which stands gutted on the other side of the
room.

Battye quickly points out all the features of
his three-month-old creation – from the
obvious, the illuminated window – to the
more subtle, like the sleek blue cables that
replace the usual multi-coloured ones.

With case modding, the almost exclusive
functionality of the PC has given way to
form.
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Case mod hobbyist Andrew Battye finetunes the engine in his “hotted up” blue aluminium PC. PICTURE: EDDIE JIM


